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In his role as CEO & CTO of Alphaserve, Mr. Das helps clients ranging in size from multinational blue chip firms to small boutique
financial companies lower risk, improve agility, and reduce operational expenses through the strategic use of enterprise grade
technology.
Over his distinguished 17+ year career as an entrepreneur and consultant in the technology services industry, Mr. Das has founded two
successful venture capital and private equity backed IT services companies serving major, global enterprise clients. One such
venture-backed firm was a pioneer in providing a cloud computing platform for enterprise software applications which was delivered
via a shared infrastructure model called AIP (Application Infrastructure Provider). An evangelist in the field of cloud computing,
technology solutions and managed services business models, his companies have raised over $45M in venture capital funding.

Smaller Hedge Fund Managers Look to Larger Funds
and Big Banks For SEC Compliant Solutions
Hedge funds are organizing their documentation as they prepare to register with the SEC and much of that includes
technology. While the SEC is requiring that hedge funds provide information on their technology and operations, the
SEC does not provide detailed guidance on the specific technology standards; as a result, small to mid-size hedge
funds are looking to the practices of larger funds and commercial banks for best practices. Relying on their background
in institutional class technology and experience with some of the largest hedge funds in the world, Alphaserve Technologies is guiding hedge fund managers on how to become SEC compliant by implementing institutional class
technology appropriately scaled for the strategy and size of their businesses.
“The SEC is very clear in the level of transparency it
requires from fund managers, but technologies and
processes underpin the delivery of this transparency. It is
on the very subject of how to use technology to comply
with their requirements that the SEC remains vague in its
prescriptions,” says Arup Das, CEO of NYbased Alphaserve Technologies. “Instead of re-inventing the wheel,
hedge funds are finding that marquee funds with similar
strategies have been through this and have solved a lot of
their problems,” added Mr. Das.
The technology challenges involved with achieving
SEC-compliance can include the simple archiving of
emails and other electronic messages as well as many
more complex problems. Alphaserve has outlined six
areas of concern for smaller managers as they pursue
registration; Alphaserve has also detailed the solutions
that larger funds and banks have found to these issues. »
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“Alphaserve Technologies is guiding hedge fund managers on
how to become SEC compliant by implementing institution-al
class technology appropriately scaled for the strategy and size
of their businesses.”

Messaging and communication: including the lifecycle

m a n a g e m e n t lifecycle (i.e., employee termination

management of electronic communications inclusive of

controls).

email, instant messaging, voice mail and video. The key
for this area is to map the requirements to best-of-breed

Monitoring: Funds should institute proactive, institu-

cost effective solutions for the funds specific strategy.

tional-class monitoring of their infrastructure, systems,
processes and overall IT heath. This step extends the life

Business continuity and disaster recovery: Best practices

of infrastructure, reduces capital expenditures and cuts

dictate that funds should use an institutional-class data

down on the operational risk from outages.

center with multiple levels of service redundancy and
SSAE 16 (SAS 70) certification rather than more costly but

Security policies: Funds should refine their security poli-

lesser managed disaster recovery data centers set up by

cies with audit controls that include surveillance of key

any specific IT vendor. Funds should also make use of next

areas. A no-paper requirement is also an important policy

generation active/active disaster recovery technology.

to implement.

Document and compliance management: This should be

Transparency: While documentation of processes and

seamlessly integrated into the daily operations of a fund,

work flows of front middle and back office operations is

something that a radical shift in technology has now made

becoming commonplace, investors are now expecting

possible.

greater transparency of production and disaster recovery
documentation. In many cases, funds with prepared due

Access and internal technology controls: Funds should
implement these to clearly define the technologies used
in a fund’s security program including passwords, remote
access, encryption, internal IT access and employee

»

diligence responses have an edge in fundraising. ◊
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About Alphaserve Technologies®
Alphaserve Technologies serves as the IT advisor to over 140 financial services clients around the world
including marquee hedge funds, banks, private equity firms, broker dealers, and midsize and startup
hedge funds. Alphaserve Technologies “smart sources” with your team by translating “tech talk” into
tangible and meaningful business opportunities. Clients engage Alphaserve Technologies to unlock the
true Alpha in operations and gain institutional class IT expertise that is scaled to fit the size of their firm in
the areas of Advisory, Integration and Managed Services (A.I.M.). Alphaserve offers cost-effective services
that strate-gically align organizations’ business goals and processes with technology requirements.
To learn more, please visit |

alphaserveit.com.
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